Abstract. The current image enhancement algorithms have the problems of color drift, difficulty of parameter selection, convergence guarantee, large amount of computation and poor real-time performance. The effect of image enhancement should mainly consider the visual perception of human eyes, and it is difficult to process images with accurate standards and methods. Therefore, the fuzzy technology based on imprecise concepts and expert experience is a favourable approach to solve the problems of current image enhancement algorithm. This paper proposed a color image contrast enhancement technique, firstly to hue, saturation and intensity of color space from RGB color space transform, then image enhancement processing would be implemented to the intensity component of the color image by using expert fuzzy technology. The proposed algorithm does not change the hue and saturation of the original color image. The contrast experiment shows that the proposed method has improved the visual effect of the image obviously. The amount of calculation is small and the real-time performance is well.
Introduction
Image enhancement technology is one of the most important fields in the current image processing research [1] .Image enhancement is more and more widely used. Almost all of the video live webcast client software use two or more image enhancement techniques to modify the characters and backgrounds of the images. All kinds of camera and camera equipment basically adopt the image enhancement technology to improve the working effect of the imaging system. Especially for mobile phone's camera on a variety of the configuration software, not only integrates a variety of traditional image enhancement technology, also developed many entertainment image enhancement algorithm, make use of mobile phone camera experience and playability is greatly improved. Auto parts assembly, rotor small unmanned aircraft, unmanned vehicle and intelligent robot installed on multiple cameras as sensors, they are a lot of the real-time image enhancement technology, provides the high quality of the real-time image, for the artificial intelligence system's frequent decision [2] . Image quality uses some basic parameters to objectively represent [3] , in which contrast is the most important quantitative index to determine the objective quality of image [4] . The realization of image enhancement includes two aspects, one is the correction of the histogram. The second is to highlight and reconstruct the image details [5] . The present methods of image enhancement technology are various, such as: grayscale transformation processing method [6] ;Spatial filtering measures [7] ;The method of frequency domain image enhancement and multi-scale analysis based on wavelet transform [8] ;Multi-image fusion enhancement technology for multi-sensor or single sensor [9] ;Image defog enhancement algorithm [10] ;Image denoising and enhancement based on adaptive diffusion equation [11] ;Image low contrast enhancement based on RETINEX model [12] ;The new adaptive cuckoo search algorithm is used for satellite image contrast enhancement [13] and other technologies. Most image enhancement methods are based on experience, and can be satisfied by repeated modification of the parameters. Most color image enhancement algorithms are difficult to process directly in RGB space, and color drift [14] is often seen. The intelligent algorithm is used to optimize the image enhancement process, and there are difficulties in parameter selection and convergence. The use of advanced mathematical tools to enhance the algorithm requires huge amount of computation, cannot meet the real-time requirements. Therefore, the optimization algorithm, improve the efficiency and the quality of the actual tone is always the focus of the study. Based on this consideration, this paper proposes an algorithm for color image contrast enhancement based on spatial transformation and expert fuzzy technology. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the proposed method has good real-time performance and good adaptability, and the color image enhancement effect is improved significantly under low light condition.
The Spatial Transformation of Color Space to Hue, Saturation and Intensity Model
By keeping the hue and saturation components unchanged, the result of image enhancement is the same as the original image in color. The actual operation only deals with the intensity component, that is, the contrast enhancement of the grayscale map is directly enhanced. Because brightness is a key factor in describing color perception, it is actually a description of people's subjective perception of pictures. The method of processing three components directly in RGB space is described in another text.
The red, green, blue component of each pixel in a RGB color model format image are expressed as
, B x y . Similarly, the hue, saturation and luminance components of each pixel in the Hue, Saturation and Intensity (Brightness) models are expressed as follows ( )
Firstly, the intensity component of RGB image is extracted by transform from RGB space to HSI space according to [15] 
where
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where eps is setted a very small positive numbers to avoid zero as divisor
It is customary to display color images in the RGB color space. When the contrast enhancement in the Intensity component is completed, the hue, saturation and luminance components are transferred to the RGB color space for display. The conversion method from HIS color space to RGB color space is as follows [15] . When 
Expert Fuzzy Algorithm is Used for Grayscale Transformation
The color information, that is, hue and saturation, is extracted from the color image and only the intensity component is preserved. Because the intensity, that is, the grayscale, can effectively describe monochromatic images, so the intensity component can effectively measure the contrast of color images. Thus, the contrast of the color image can be adjusted intuitively and naturally, and the contrast enhancement requirement can be realized.
The following IF-THEN rules are still used to describe the contrast enhancement process [15] of intensity component images, and these three rules are connected by "OR" relations.
IF a pixel is dark, THEN make it darker. IF a pixel is gray, THEN make it gray. IF a pixel is bright, THEN make it brighter. In a color image's intensity component, grayscale value z of each pixel are located in [0, 1], mapped to [0, 255], according to the fuzzy set theory, the grayscale value z of each pixel is mapped to interval [0, 1] to fuzzification. These pixels are divided into three categories: dark, gray, and bright.
The common Σ form of membership function is adopted to characterize the "dark" and "bright" fuzzy concept, triangle membership function is used to characterize the "gray" grayscale fuzzy concept, so as to obtain the following input membership function. , obviously pixels with extremely low grayscale value and extremely high's are very few, can be visually seen on the main histogram is divided into visible blue dense lines. The main the histogram peak are contained by lp and hp , lp is in the left to blue part of the waveform shift about 5 to 10 discrete points, and hp is in the right of the blue waveform part to offset about 5 to 10 discrete points. If it is required to achieve automatic implementation of contrast enhancement based on fuzzy technology, can setting an integer greater than zero as the threshold value, from zero to the right to check the number of pixels of each grayscale value, when a number of pixels on a grayscale is more than or equal to a set threshold, the grayscale value is subtracted from about 5 to 10 as lp , if the detected grayscale value is zero or very close to zero, it is set to zero. Similarly, from the intensity of 255 began to test one by one from right to left, also set a different threshold, when firstly the number of pixels the grayscale value is detected greater than the threshold, the gray value plus 5 to 10 as hp , if the detected grayscale value is 255 or very close to 255, it is set to 255. The actual effect of image enhancement is mainly considering the subjective visual effect of the human eye, especially particularly bright or dark parts need proper grayscale range to see clearly, and the small parts of a image compared to the surrounding part need a greater gray gradient to recognize, thus usually automated contrast enhancement effect is not as good as after the visual effect by interactively adjusting. Therefore, the value of the above three feature points can be identified automatically, and observe the effect of the image enhancement, and then three parameters are adjusted respectively until satisfactory results are obtained.
The output membership function uses Σ membership functions characterizing the "dark" and "bright" fuzzy concept, choose the trapezoid membership function characterization of "gray" grayscale fuzzy concept, contains four adjustable parameters 1 v , 2 v , 3 v and 4 v . The output membership function is obtained as follows. The output of fuzzy inference is calculated as follows
From left to right, from top to bottom, each pixel is scanned one by one to carry out fuzzy operation to realize the gray transformation of the intensity component of color image. Finally, the grayscale transformation results are mapped back to [0, 1] . Three components are synthesized by using the upper section method and converted to RGB format for display.
The Simulation Results
Experiments have found different types of low contrast images, using the above algorithm, interactive parameters adjustment, to obtain enhanced contrast images. And the results are compared with histogram equalization to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. It can be seen that the color image which is directly processed by histogram equalization has obvious overexposure problem and loses some details. The proposed algorithm is better in color reduction and contrast enhancement. Through histogram comparison, this proposed algorithm can retained the original histogram shape, stretching histogram, freely move of the position of the histogram. Through parameter adjustment, it realizes different change, thereby effectively improving the recognition of shadow detail, prevent excessive exposure, significantly improved the overall visual effect of color image.
Summary
This paper proposes a color image contrast enhancement algorithm based on spatial transformation and expert fuzzy technology. The visual effect of color images has been greatly improved, the color restoration is accurate, and the color is soft. The proposed algorithm has a small amount of computation, and is especially suitable for large image enhancement. The contrast of image histogram shows the flexibility of this algorithm, and the satisfactory dynamic range can be obtained according to the need of adjustment.
